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Scheduling provides project manager with important information
needed for executing the project in an eﬃcient manner. During
project implementation, many uncertain variables dynamically
aﬀect activities duration and cost. Probability theory was
used earlier and then extensively for project scheduling under
uncertain environment. Various models have been developed
based on analytical or simulation methods. However,
techniques based on probability theory require historic data
of similar activities. In the absence of historic data, subjective
probabilities have to be elicited from an expert. Simulation
techniques have been criticized for their complexity and
expense in terms of computation time and expertise required
to extracting the knowledge. Fuzzy systems have an increasing
role to play in augmenting traditional methods of decision
making in the design, control and management.
In this paper, project scheduling under uncertainty environment
is reviewed. The use of probability theory to model uncertainty
in construction management is presented. As a result of
shortcomings encountered, fuzzy set theory lent itself to
overcome some probability theory limitations. Applications
of fuzzy set theory in construction management are reviewed,
and challenges for use are then addressed.
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1. Introduction
Project management ability to schedule activities and monitor
progress within strict time, cost, and performance guidelines

is becoming increasingly important to obtain competitive
priorities such as on-time delivery and customization. In many
situations, projects may be complicated and challenging to
manage. When activity times are deterministic, critical path
method (CPM) has been demonstrated to be a useful tool in
managing projects in an eﬃcient manner.
In practice, construction operations are susceptible to variety of
factors such as technologies, work content, equipment, labor,
working conditions, weather, eﬃciency of management, etc. [1].
These factors are major sources of uncertainties inherent in the
construction environment. Due to the eﬀect of these factors,
estimated activity duration and/or cost are not precise but will
be a range with diﬀerent degrees of belief.
Maravas and Pantouvakis [2] classiﬁed sources of uncertainty
into two levels. The ﬁrst one is project level uncertainty, which
can be inﬂuenced by contractual issues (site conditions, ﬁnancial
environment, building regulations, health and environment
legislation, exchange rate volatility, funding restrictions, etc.).
The second is activity level uncertainty, which is pertinent to
the construction methodology and the speciﬁc labor, machinery
and materials that are selected.
During the past few decades, probability theory and fuzzy
set theory have been dominant for modeling uncertainty in
construction management. They have been employed primarily:
(1) to estimate activity durations and (2) to analyze project
networks to get information required to enable eﬀectively
management of construction projects.
2. Modeling Uncertainty using Probability Theory
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Probability theory is widely used to represent imprecise
information. In construction industry, it is used to represent
the uncertainties inherent in activities’ duration and/or cost
and to estimate activities timings and project duration, as well
as their probability of occurrence.
To represent uncertainty in activity duration using probability
theory, it is essential to construct its probability density
function. To accomplish that, four main steps are theoretically
required. These steps involve: (1) collecting past performance
of similar activities, (2) identifying an appropriate distribution,
(3) solving for the selected distribution’s parameters, and (4)
testing for goodness of the ﬁt. AbouRizk and Halpin [3] tested
a set of construction activity duration data involving earthmoving operations. They reported that beta distributions
generally ﬁt the durations better than other distributions such
as lognormal, uniform and triangular.
Probability theory was used extensively for network calculations
under uncertainty. Various models have been developed to
prepare project scheduling considering uncertainty, based on
analytical or simulation methods. Program Evaluation and
Review Technique and Monte Carlo simulation are the most
commonly used probabilistic techniques.
2.1. Program Evaluation and Review Technique
Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) was
developed about 1958 by the US Navy and its contractors as
a technique for managing the development and production of
the Polaris missile system. PERT is based on the well-known
Central Limit Theorem which states that the mean and variance
of project duration can be computed from the summation of
their respective values of the critical activities. Disregarding
the distributions assumed for activities duration, project
duration can approximately have a normal distribution. The
primary assumptions of PERT can be summarized as follows:
(1) any PERT path must have enough activities to make central
limit theorem valid, (2) the mean of the distribution of the path
with the greatest duration, from the initial node to a given
node, is given by the maximum mean of the duration of the
paths entering the node, and (3) PERT critical path is longer
enough than any other path in the network.
Unlike CPM, three time estimates for each activity are used in
PERT. These estimates enable expected mean time, as well as
standard deviation and variance to be derived mathematically.
The ﬁrst value represents an optimistic duration (a); an estimate
of the minimum time required for an activity if exceptionally
good luck is experienced. The second is a most likely or modal
time (m); the time required if the activity is repeated a number
of times under essentially the same conditions. The last is a
pessimistic duration (b); an estimate of the maximum time
required if unusually bad luck is experienced. These three time

estimates become the framework on which the probability
distribution curve for the activity is erected. Many authors argue
that beta distribution is mostly ﬁt construction activities [3].
Using beta distribution, simple approximations are made for
the activities’ mean time and its standard deviation. Using
the three times estimates, the expected time is calculated as
m + b)/6 . Then, the expected time is used as the best
te = (a + 4
available time approximation for the activity in question. The
standard deviation is calculated as σ = (b - a)/6 , and hence the
variance can be determined as ν=σ2.
By adopting activity expected time, critical path calculations
proceed as in CPM. Associated with every duration in PERT is
its standard deviation. The project duration is determined by
summing up the activity expected time along the critical path
and thus will be an expected duration. Since the activities on
the critical path are independent of each other, central limit
theory gives the variance of the project duration as the sum of
the individual variances of these critical path activities.
Once the expected mean time for an event X (TX) and its standard
deviation (σX) are determined, it is possible to calculate the
probability of meeting a speciﬁc scheduled event time (TS).
Normal probability tables are used to determine such chance
using Z = (TS − TX ) / σ X . The scheduled time for an event can be
determined based on a given risk level using an equivalent form
as TS = TX + Z * σ X .
Cottrell [4] developed a simpliﬁed version of PERT, which
reduces the number of estimates required for activity
durations from three, as in conventional PERT, to two. This
is accomplished by applying the normal distribution, rather
than the beta, to activity duration. The two required duration
estimates are the most likely and the pessimistic.
PERT-simulation model was derived by Lu and AbouRizk [5],
which incorporates discrete-event modeling approach and a
simpliﬁed critical activity identiﬁcation method, to overcome
the limitations and enhance the computing eﬃciency of classic
CPM/PERT analysis. The beta distribution and its subjective
ﬁtting methods are used to complement the PERT simulation
model.
In order to enhance PERT simulation in terms of input modeling,
Lu [6] used an artiﬁcial neural network (ANN) based approach
to estimate the true properties of the beta distribution from
statistical sampling of actual data combined with subjective
information. The eﬀect of shape parameters of beta distributions
are examined, and the working range of shape parameters is
deﬁned. Through exploring the training data provided, the ANN
model has found the patterns between the inputs and the
outputs, namely, the interactions and nonlinear relationships
among lower and upper quartiles and shape parameters of the
beta distributions.
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Zhong and Zhang [7] presented a method for calculating the
non-critical path ﬂoat in PERT, to cope-with the uncertainties
within the network implementation and to reduce the
misleading information. The proposed path ﬂoat calculating
method may bring misleading information to the managers on
site and then cause project duration risk in the construction. A
basic assumption of the proposed method is that duration and
variance of each activity are constant.
The major advantage of the PERT technique is its simplicity
and ease of evaluation. PERT technique converts probabilistic
time estimates of an activity into an expected value and its
associated variance. The original work assumed that the actual
time could be described by beta probability distribution. Then
simpliﬁed assumptions are used to determine the expected
value and variance.

Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) was commonly used to model
randomness behaviour of construction activities. Due to large
number of calculations it requires, MCS is recommended only
for computer applications [11]. MCS procedure is graphically
depicted by Fig.1.
MCS was used by Crandall [12] to generate a random duration
for each activity from its associated probability distribution.
The project duration is then calculated and the critical path
is determined. By repeating the procedure many times, a
probability distribution for the project duration and the number
of times an activity is critical can be established. The method
provides unbiased time distributions and more accurate
information about the variability of project completion times
than PERT does.

Although PERT permits calculation of the probability of
completing project at speciﬁed times, it is based on the
assumption that the critical path is longer than any other path
in the network. Thus, unreliable results are obtained if the
network contains several critical or nearly critical paths. This
is due to the merge event bias problem. One relatively simple
method, called Probabilistic Network Evaluation Technique
(PNET), considers not only the critical path, but also a suﬃcient
set of near critical paths so that accurate probability estimates
can be made [8].
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While PERT has been made widely available, it suﬀers from
major shortcomings. One of the main problems occurs when
there are activities that merge at one point (critical path
convergence points). PERT underestimates the overall project
duration since these merging activities would not be included
in PERT calculations if they are not associated with the
critical path. Therefore, PERT is more appropriate to schedule
networks that contain one critical path and ignores others
containing multi critical or nearly critical paths [9].
2.2. Monte Carlo Simulation
Simulation was originally used in construction management
as a supporting tool to improve the capabilities and eﬃciency
of networking techniques [10]. Simulation has been utilized
for sampling stochastic duration of activities along network
models. Simulation has also been applied in conjunction with
networking methods. Diﬀerent research studies were carriedout to apply simulation for the analysis of project duration and/
or project cost.
Simulation has been used extensively to estimate the average
project duration because of the CPM unrealistic assumption
that activities’ duration is deterministic. Although, PERT
considers the probabilistic nature of activities duration, it
yields an overoptimistic evaluation of the probability of project
completion.

Fig.1: Monte Carlo Simulation Algorithm
Carr [13] developed a Model for Uncertainty Determination
(MUD). Instead of using probability distribution for activity
duration, duration is estimated based on standard conditions.
Random conditions (crew productivity, soil conditions, and
weather) which aﬀect this estimate are simulated.
Ahuja and Nandakumar [14] developed a computer model to
simulate dynamic uncertainty variables and incorporate their
combined impact on activity duration estimates. The model
is called Project Duration Forecast (PRODUF), which has the
capabilities of forecasting probabilistic project completion
time, determining criticality index of activities, performing
sensitivity analysis of an activity to uncertainty variables, and
determining contingency time allowance.
The model proposed by Motawa [15] uses the same procedure
of MCS to perform schedule risk analysis. The model, ﬁrst,
carries-out a sensitivity analysis to eliminate less sensitive risk
variables from consideration. Time-dependent (milestone) and
time-independent construction activities are accommodated.
Because MCS is essentially an iterative technique and its
computations may be very lengthy, Simpliﬁed MCS (SMCS)
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was introduced, which simpliﬁes network scheduling to those
activities and paths that are more likely to cause delay of
project completion [11]. The SMCS method is similar to the
MCS, but elimination of activities and path(s) in the network is
performed prior to ﬁrst replication.
2.3 Pros and Cons of Probabilistic Techniques
To deal with vagueness or uncertainty, probabilistic techniques
are historically used. In fact, probability theory is a useful
tool in estimating activity duration when historical data are
available. In practice, however, the majority of construction
companies do not systematically record durations of project
activities for improving their estimates on new projects. In
addition, it is commonly known that no two construction
projects are alike. The conditions for executing those projects
at the activity level may also vary from one project to another.
Accordingly, duration of construction activities are usually
estimated by experts on a case-by-case basis using their own
judgment, experience and available project information.
To carry-out an MCS analysis, it is required to deﬁne a probability
distribution for every uncertain variable. According to Edwards
and Bowen [16], it is unlikely could be achieved objectively
because historic data for construction are too small or absence.
In the absence of historic data, subjective probabilities for the
likely values of the variable under consideration have to be
elicited from an expert. Even if historic data are available, it is
common to adjust historic-based assessment with subjective
opinions [17]. It seems to be a must because historic data will
never provide a precise solution and high quality judgment will
always be required [18]. Moreover, many researchers [16, 19]
have criticized simulation techniques for their complexity and
expense in terms of computation time and expertise required to
extracting the knowledge.
These shortcomings relating to probabilistic techniques suggest
that an alternative approach might be more appropriate.
Recently, there has been a growing interest in many science
domains to use fuzzy set theory to model uncertainty [20].
The fuzzy set theory seems to be the most appropriate where
human reasoning, human perception, or human decision making
are inextricably involved [20]. In addition, it is easier to deﬁne
fuzzy variables than random variables when no or limited
information is available. Furthermore, mathematical concepts
and operations within the framework of fuzzy set theory are
much simpler than those within the probability theory [21].
Some researchers argue that fuzzy systems will have an
increasing role to play in augmenting traditional methods of
decision making in the design, control and management. Byrne
[22] investigated the fuzzy approach as a potential substitute
for probabilistic simulation models. However, some researchers
claim that probability theory may be viewed as a subset of the
fuzzy set theory [23].

3. Modeling Uncertainty using Fuzzy Set Theory
With the presence of uncertainties, it is sometimes diﬃcult
for experts to give a deﬁnitive estimate of activity duration.
In practice, linguistic terms such as “approximately,” “more or
less,” or “about” are commonly used by experts. These terms
clearly exhibit some sort of imprecision that naturally leads to
a range of possible values, rather than a deﬁnitive estimate.
This range of possible values together with their associated
degrees of belief, if acquired in a non-statistical manner, could
be modeled using fuzzy set theory.
Fuzzy information is represented by fuzzy sets, which are
then processed according to the requirements of the analysis.
With few exceptions, data encountered are numbers and the
operations involved are addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division. In the fuzzy environment, data are fuzzy numbers
(fuzzy variables). The extension principle can be used to extend
ordinary algebraic operations to fuzzy algebraic operations.
Fuzzy numbers can then be processed in a similar manner to
the non-fuzzy case, and the results are given in terms of fuzzy
numbers [24].
3.1 Possibility Theory: Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Numbers
To deal with vagueness of human thought, Zadeh [25] ﬁrst
introduced the fuzzy set theory which was based on the
rationality of uncertainty due to imprecision or vagueness.
A major contribution of fuzzy set theory is its capability
of representing vague knowledge. The theory also allows
mathematical operators and programming to apply to the
fuzzy domain [26].
Fuzzy set theory was developed speciﬁcally to deal with
uncertainty that is not statistical in nature [25]. In the
conventional crisp set theory, objects are either included or
excluded from a set. Crisp sets are usually classiﬁed as 2-value
logic theory (i.e. yes/no or 1/0). A fuzzy set is a set without
clear or sharp (crisp) boundaries or without binary membership
characteristics.
In fuzzy set theory, objects are allowed a gradual transition
from being a member of a set to be a non-member. Each object
has a degree of membership ranging from zero to one, where
zero signiﬁes non-membership, one indicates full membership,
and values between zero and one describe degree of partial
memberships. As such, crisp set can be viewed as a special
case of generalized fuzzy set theory [27].
Let X be a collection of objects whose members are denoted by
x, a fuzzy set A is characterized by the set of pairs deﬁned by
Eqn.1, where µA(x) is the grade of membership or membership
function. It represents the grade of possibility an element x is
belonging to the set A (). It follows that a membership function
is a possibility function and not a probability function, which is
usually deﬁned subjectively.
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A = {x,µA(x)| xεX, µA(x)ε[1,0]}

(1)

a. Trainglar

Fig.2: Membership Function of a Fuzzy Set
A fuzzy set is normal if there is at least one xεX such that
µA(x)=1.0. A fuzzy set is convex if its membership function
contains one and only one distinct peak such that:
µA(x2) ≥ min (µA(x1), µA(x3)), x1<x2<x3

(2)

From practical point of view, convex fuzzy sets are more
suitable for representing fuzzy concepts such as “about” and
“approximately” than non-convex sets [27].
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A fuzzy number is a fuzzy set which satisfy two conditions:
convexity and normality. Fuzzy numbers are used to represent
imprecise numerical quantities. They can take various shapes.
Linear approximations such as triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy
numbers are used frequently. Triangular shape is the simplest
form of membership function. It requires only three parameters
to be deﬁned; a, b, and c. Mathematically, triangular membership
function can be represented by Eqn.3, and is shown graphically
in Fig.3.a.
)
(x − a)/)b − a

µ A (x) = (x − c)/(b − c)

0


a≤x≤b
b≤x≤c
otherwise

a≤x≤b
b≤x≤c
c≤x≤d

(4)

otherwise

The α-cut of a fuzzy set A; Aα, is the crsip set formed by those
elements of A whose membership grade is greater than or equal
to a speciﬁed threshold value α (Fig.4). Since the maximum
grade is one, α values are limited in the interval 0 to 1 (Eqn.5).
Aα = { x ε X| µA(x) ≥ α },

α ε [1, 0]

Fig.3: Linear Fuzzy Membership Functions

(3)

A trapezoidal membership function is characterized by four
parameters; a, b, c, and d. It is expressed mathematically by
Eqn.4 and represented graphically by Fig.3.b.
)
(x − a)/(b − a

1.0

µ A (x) = 
)
(x − d)/(c − d

0.0

b. Trapozodial

5)

Fig.4: α-Cut of a Membership Function
In complex systems, it would be more reliable to do an interval
estimate than a point estimate [28]. An interval number is
deﬁned by ordered pair of real numbers; [a, b], with lower
bound a and upper bound b; a ≤ b. In set notations, interval
number x can be written as:
x = [a, b] = {x| a ≤ x ≤ b}

(6)

The fuzzy arithmetic operations on any two fuzzy numbers A =
[a1,b1,c1] and B [a2,b2,c2] are given by Eqs.7~11, such that a, b,
and c ≥ 0.
λ. A = [λa1, λb1, λc1], λ is a constant

(7)
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A + B = [a1+a2, b1+ b2, c1+c2]

(8)

A - B = [a1-c2, b1-b2, c1-a2]

(9)

A × B = [a1×a2, b1×b2, c1×c2]

(10)

A / B = [a1/c2, b1/b2, c1/a2]

(11)

Max (A, B) = [max(a1,a2), max(b1,b2), max(c1,c2)]
Min (A, B) = [min(a1,a2), min(b1,b2), min(c1,c2)]

Traditional CPM forward path calcuations are emlpoyed to
fuzzy network analysis. The fuzzy operations itroduced by
Eqns.7~13 are used to compute fuzzy early start and ﬁnish
times as given by Eqns.14~16.
FES x = max (FEPp )

(14)

(13)

FEFx = FES x ⊕ F
D x

(15)

(14)

P.D. = FEFE

(16)

In project scheduling, fuzzy set theory was used basically to
represent activity duration and to represent uncertainties in
network calculations.

p∈P

3.2 Fuzzy Activity Duration

where FESx = fuzzy early start time of activity x; p = preceding
activity; P = set of immediate predecessors; FEFx = fuzzy early
ﬁnish time; FDx = fuzzy activity duration; P.D. = fuzzy project
duration; and E = ending activity.

Lorterapong and Moselhi [1] suggested that fuzzy numbers can

3.3.2. Fuzzy Backward Path Analysis

be used to represent activity duration, if two properties are

In backward path analysis, activities late timings are
determined. Chen and Huang [32] and Sireesha and Shankar
[34] used fuzzy subtraction operator to perform backward
path calculations. Using fuzzy subtraction operator produces
unrealistically large uncertainties associated with fuzzy late
start and ﬁnish timings of activities. These uncertainties
accumulate rapidly as the backward path calculations
continue to progress. Upon completion of the backward path
calculations, some of the earlier activities could end-up having
negative part in their fuzzy late times, which has no meaning
from practical point of view. This is mainly due to the fact that
fuzzy subtraction operator is not the inverse of fuzzy addition
(Ā+Ō-Ō≠Ā).

satisﬁed: (1) convexity and; (2) normality. Ayyub and Halder
[29] proposed a technique to quantify the eﬀect of weathering
conditions and labor skill on activity duration using fuzzy set
theory. Cheng and Wu [30] proposed a simulation mechanism
integrating triangular fuzzy number with simulation to
estimate activity duration for earthmoving activities. Triangular
fuzzy number was used to represent time consumed by main
operations such as load truck, truck travel, dump dirt and truck
return. Maravas and Pantouvakis [2] employed fuzzy set theory
to model the combined eﬀect of bucket capacity of excavator,
bucket ﬁll factor, cycle time of digging and operation eﬃciency
to estimate production rate of excavator and hence duration of
excavation activity.
3.3. Fuzzy Project-Scheduling
Fuzzy set theory has also been employed to represent
uncertainties in network calculations. Previous studies
have demonstrated the feasibility of using fuzzy arithmetic
operations to calculate activity timings along with fuzzy
project duration [1,31,32,33,34,35].
Previous studies have provided diﬀerent techniques to deal
with fuzzy activity duration in network analysis. In these
techniques, it was assumed, generally, that mathematical
relations in deterministic domain can be extended to the fuzzy
environment. That is, forward and backward path calculations
can be applied with fuzzy activities duration and hence
activities ﬂoats and criticality can be speciﬁed.
3.3.1. Fuzzy Forward Path Calculations
In forward path analysis, activities early timings (start
and ﬁnish) and project completion time are determined. It
was extensively agreed that using traditional forward path
calculations, similar to those performed in CPM, is appropriate
to determine fuzzy early timings of activities as well as project
completion time [1,31,32,34,35].

Lorterapong and Moselhi [1] developed a technique for
backward path calculations, in which fuzzy subtraction operator
is not used. The technique is based on the assumption that
fuzzy late timings (start and ﬁnish) are at least as uncertain
as their respective fuzzy early times. In the project network,
uncertainties associated with activity durations directly
inﬂuence the degree of uncertainties associated with the
calculated start and ﬁnish times. The uncertainty associated
with start times (i.e. early and late) is result of accumulation of
uncertainties encountered in the durations of its predecessors.
The uncertainty associated with ﬁnish times, on the other
hand, is that of the early time plus the uncertainty inherent
in the duration of activity itself. The main shortcoming of the
technique is that the resulting late times of some activities are
larger than those of their successors.
Due to the problems associated with traditional fuzzy
subtraction, several techniques have been developed to
overcome this limitation and to obtain feasible solutions. In
general, realistic fuzzy results must adhere to the following
conditions [1]: (1) scheduling constraints generated from the
calculations of forward and backward paths must be satisﬁed,
(2) no negative quadruple for the activity late times is
permitted, and (3) the value of each element in the calculated
quadruple does not exceed its successor (i.e. for a quadruple (a,
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b, c, d); a ≤ b ≤ c ≤ d).

solutions which can be generated by other methods in the

Soltani and Haji [31] introduced an approach called Modiﬁed
Backward Path (MBP), in which traditional subtraction
operator is used to calculate late times (instead of using fuzzy
subtraction operator). Using traditional subtraction operator,
distorted fuzzy number are produced (i.e. a > b). Therefore,
they applied a trapezoidal fuzzy number condition (a ≤ b ≤ c
≤ d). However, illogical results are produced for late times of
activities lying on paths contributing to project duration.

backward pass calculation are removed. A general form of LP

Sharaﬁ et al. [36] implemented the MBP technique to perform
project network calculations with fuzzy precedence links.
The relationship between consecutive activities is considered
fuzzy and assumed a triangular fuzzy number (TFN). A linear
programming model was used to solve the problem that gives
earliest time, latest time, and slack times of activities in terms
of TFN.

calculated. To get the total ﬂoat for diﬀerent paths, subtract

Elkalla et al. [35] proposed an approach for calculating activities
late times without using backward path calculations. Total
ﬂoat for an activity is calculated as the diﬀerence between
project duration and path length to which the activity belongs.
Then, late times of activity are determined by adding this ﬂoat
to early times of the activity.

activity on that path; discarding the activities already assigned

problem has been driven which enables obtaining the optimal
solution by simple recursive relation without solving any LP
problem. However, unrealistic results are encountered in the
produced ﬂoats.
Elkalla et al. [35] proposed a simple technique to determine
total ﬂoat for diﬀerent activities. First, total ﬂoat of each path
is determined and, then, total ﬂoat for the activities can be
each fuzzy path length from the maximum fuzzy path length,
using fuzzy subtraction operator. All paths in the network are
arranged in an ascending order starting from the critical path.
The ﬁrst path (critical path) is assigned a total ﬂoat of zero
for the activities on that path. For the second path, assign
a value of total ﬂoat of this path as the total ﬂoat of each
in any path before. Continue the process until all activities are
assigned the total time. The activity total ﬂoat is calculated
from the path that has high order only. The fact that an activity
may belong to more than path, has been ignored.

3.3.3. Activity Floats

3.4. Criticality Measurement

Having forward path and backward path calculations
completed in CPM, it is possible to analyze activity timings
and ﬁnd interesting conclusions. Two important aspects are
activity ﬂoats (total and free ﬂoats). Total ﬂoat determines
the ﬂexibility of an activity to be delayed without increasing
project duration, but succeeding activities may be delayed.
Free ﬂoat, on the other hand, deﬁnes the amount of time an
activity can be delayed without taking ﬂoat away from any
other succeeding activity.

Other interesting conclusions one can get aﬅer forward and
backward path calculations have been completed are critical
activities, critical path(s) and degree of criticality for paths and
activities. Knowing these three parameters give the project
manager ability to delay some activities, which have lower
degree of criticality, and to know the eﬀect of delaying other
activities on project completion.

Chen and Huang [32] calculated activity total ﬂoat using
fuzzy subtraction operator between late and early times for
an activity, but negative part in the fuzzy ﬂoats are produced.
Lorterpong and Moselhi [1] did not consider uncertainty in
calculating activity total ﬂoat. They calculated an approximate
activity total ﬂoat (as a crisp number) as the diﬀerence between
the geometric centroids of the fuzzy early and late times using
Eqn.17.
FEF
− C FES
= C FLF
T
F x = C FLS
x −Cx
x
x

(17)

TFx is the total ﬂoat of activity x;
Cx is the
where
geometric centroid of each fuzzy time of activity x, FLS is the
fuzzy late start, FES is the fuzzy early start, FLF is the fuzzy
late ﬁnish and FEF is the fuzzy early ﬁnish.
Soltani and Haji [31] used the same technique applied in MBP
to calculate activity ﬂoats, assuming duration of activities are
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. In MBP, negative and infeasible

In CPM, it is easy to know critical activities (which have zero total
ﬂoat), critical paths (the longest paths) and degree of criticality
for paths and activities. However, in uncertain environment
there are some diﬃculties to determine these parameters. This
is mainly due to imprecise of activities durations and times and
the nature of fuzzy arithmetic operators.
Lorterpong and Moselhi [1] proposed two concepts to
determine degree of criticality for activities and paths.
Criticality measurement is performed ﬁrst at the path level, and
then at the activity level. Criticality degree of activity equals
largest criticality degree of paths which it belongs to. The ﬁrst
concept is Possibility Measurement (PM), which equals the
highest membership in the intersection area produced by two
fuzzy events. This concept was introduced by Zadeh [37] to
evaluate degree of belonging of a fuzzy event to another. In the
scheduling context, one of the fuzzy events is the path length
and the other is the project duration.
Fig.5.a and 5.b show two fuzzy events. PM of these two events
takes a value equal in magnitude to the maximum membership
function of the elements that are common to the two fuzzy
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events. Graphically, PM is the highest point in the intersection
area produced by the two events being examined. The
criticality degree of paths and activities equals to possibility
measurement. The activity (path) having high possibility
measurement is more critical than other activities (paths).

However, some limitations are encountered in using AI technique.
Fig.6 shows PM and AI of two paths with project duration. It can
be observed from the ﬁgure, that path 2 has criticality degree
higher than path 1. The intersection area between path 1 and
project duration is smaller than that of path 2.

a. Path No.1

a. Less Agreement Scenario
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b. Path No.2
Fig.6: Possibility Measurement and Agreement Index for
Project Paths

b. More Agreement Scenario
Fig.5: Possibility Measurement and Agreement Index
The other concept introduced by Kaufmann and Gupta [38] is
Agreement Index (AI), which can be used as a compliment to
the Possibility Measurement. This index measures the ratio of
the intersection area between the two fuzzy events (i.e. path
length and project duration) with respect to the area of the
fuzzy path length (Eqn.18).
A
I =

area (fuzzy path length ∩ fuzzy project duartion)
area (fuzzy path length)

(18)

Lorterpong and Moselhi [1] recommended using AI instead of
PM. PM takes its value from the maximum membership function
of the intersection area (membership of the common elements)
of the two events involved. No consideration, however, has
been given to the size of that intersection area (Fig.5).

Using PM concept produces same value for the two paths
(PM=1). Using AI concept produces a value of AI for path1
equals to 1, AI for path2 less than one. It is clear from the ﬁgure
that these results are unrealistic.
Chen and Huang [32] developed a technique to measure
criticality of project activities and paths. A parameter called
criticality degree (CD) of activity is calculated based on the
fuzzy total ﬂoat of activity. Then criticality degree of each
path is determined, which equal the minimum criticality degree
of the activities lying on this path. Finally a critical path is
determined by examining the path that has the maximum
criticality degree (CD). This technique is limited to triangular
fuzzy ﬂoats. In addition, the technique does not account for
activities with diﬀerent total ﬂoat in measuring criticality.
Chen [39] introduced a technique to determine degree of
criticality for paths, in which Relative Degree of Criticality (RD)
is deﬁned as the ratio of the defuzziﬁed length of the path to
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the defuzziﬁed length of most critical path (Eqn.19). The most
critical path can be determined by selecting the path that has
the largest defuzziﬁed length.
R
D i =

Gi
max(Gi )

(19)

where RDi is relative degree of criticality of path i and Gi is
defuzziﬁed length of path i. Zammori et al. [9] identiﬁed
an approach to determine critical path in project networks
considering multi criteria. It integrates fuzzy logic with multi
criteria decision making to determine the critical path taking
into account not only the expected duration of the activities,
but also additional critical parameters such as: duration
variability, cost, shared resources, risk of major design
revision and external risks. A technique for Order Preference by
Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) was applied to aggregate
the previously mentioned parameters and to rank paths in
order to their criticality.
Elkalla et al. [35] introduced a method to calculate criticality
index for activities. Aﬅer identifying activities’ total ﬂoat,
a criticality index (y) can be calculated using Eqn.20 with
reference to Fig.7.
y =1−
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x
t

(20)

where x is defuzziﬁed total ﬂoat of an activity, t is the
defuzziﬁed highest value of total ﬂoat of project activities.
Criticality index produced is mainly aﬀected by the value of
highest total ﬂoat only. Project duration is not considered in
criticality determination.

fuzzy numbers. Two proposals have been made to avoid this
diﬃculty. Nasution [41] proposes to replace (in the backward
calculation) the ordinary fuzzy subtraction operator by another
one called interactive fuzzy subtraction that makes ā+ē-ē=ā.
Hapke and Slovinski [43] proposed using the optimistic fuzzy
operator.
Backward path calculations using traditional fuzzy subtraction
produce unrealistically large uncertainties associated with
fuzzy late start and ﬁnish times. This may produce negative
values for fuzzy late start and ﬁnish times and fuzzy ﬂoats.
Lorterapong and Moselhi [1] developed a fuzzy network
scheduling (FNET) method which produces meaningful
scheduling results for backward path calculations. A
comparison with MCS was made which indicated that fuzzy
scheduling results are in close agreement with those obtained
using MCS. However, the calculations of fuzzy scheduling
are direct, simple, and transparent. Also, the determination
of criticality for project activities in FNET accounts for the
existence of multiple near critical paths.
Bansal [44] argued that in most construction projects,
project due date is speciﬁed in the contract. Hence, backward
calculations can be initiated from a crisp date. Otherwise,
because they preferred to use polynomial fuzzy numbers,
they suggested transferring the earliest date of the terminal
milestone to the latest date.
Galvagnon et al. [42] were motivated by the fact that no
satisfactory proposal had been made to tackle the backward
calculation problem in a fuzzy project-scheduling environment.
Even though their framework addressed this more accurately,
no solution can be found in a polynomial computational time
unless the network is modeled as a series-parallel graph,
which is quite a restrictive simpliﬁcation. Despite the analytical
rigor and interest of this proposal, it is of low interest to the
project practitioner.

Over the last 20 years, two dozen articles or so tried to
address the fuzzy project-scheduling problem. Chanas and
Kamburowski [40] featured a methodology for addressing the
fuzzy project-scheduling problem that slices activity duration
given as fuzzy intervals in α-cuts. The project-scheduling
problem is then solved for each α-cut level.

Chen and Hsueh [39] developed an approach to critical path
analysis in a project network with activity times being fuzzy
numbers based on linear programming formulation and fuzzy
number ranking method. The fuzzy critical path problem is
formulated as an LP model with fuzzy coeﬃcients of the
objective function. Based on properties of linearity and
additivity, the Yager’s ranking method is adopted to transform
the fuzzy LP formulation to the crisp one which can be solved
using conventional streamlined methods. Consequently, the
critical path and total duration time can be obtained from the
derived optimal solution. Moreover, the most critical path and
the relative path degree of criticality were identiﬁed.

Nasution [41] addressed the phenomenon that negative fuzzy
numbers may result at the backward calculation of the activity
network. This phenomenon, also mentioned by Galvagnon et
al. [42], comes from the fact that ā+ē-ē≠ā, ā and ē being two

Liberatore [45] proposed a generalized method for critical
path analysis to the fuzzy domains for resolving some of
the problems expressed in the fuzzy critical path literature,
especially in computing fuzzy backward path. Uncertainty is

Fig.7: Criticality Index for Activities
3.5 Fuzzy Scheduling Developments
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represented by three possible time estimates in a way that is
similar PERT approach. A procedure is suggested to determine
the fuzzy set of critical path lengths and fuzzy activity
criticality. The proposed approach constructs the membership
function for the fuzzy set of critical path lengths and the
fuzzy activity criticality by solving a series of mathematical
programming problems.
4. Conclusions
Critical Path Method was traditionally used in construction
scheduling. However, CPM requires a reasonably accurate
knowledge of time and cost for project activity, because
of many uncertain variables dynamically aﬀect activities’
duration and cost. Probability theory was used earlier and
then extensively for project scheduling under uncertain
environment. Simulation techniques have been criticized for
their complexity and expense in terms of computation time
and expertise required to extracting the knowledge. Fuzzy set
theory lent itself to solve such problem. Although the use of
fuzzy set theory overcomes some shortcomings of probability
theory, there are still challenges for applying fuzzy theory in
construction Management.
One of the major challenges is to specify accurately critical
activities, critical paths and degree of criticality for paths and
activities, similar to those obtained in CPM analysis. In fuzzy
scheduling, it was assumed that mathematical relations in
deterministic domain can be extended to the fuzzy environment.
Using fuzzy subtraction operator produces unrealistically
large uncertainties associated with fuzzy late start and ﬁnish
timings of activities. This is mainly due to the fact that fuzzy
subtraction operator is not the inverse of fuzzy addition. More
research work is needed to ﬁll this gap to make well-known
procedures of CPM be applicble under fuzzy environment, such
as time-cost trade-oﬀ, cash ﬂow analysis, etc.
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